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Overview

• This paper proposes a new way to 
compute transaction costs of trading 
strategies in the corporate bond market 
where bonds are not traded frequently

• Corporate bond transaction costs are a 
decreasing function of trade size for 
corporate bonds Edwards, Harris, and 
Piwowar (2007)

• This paper investigates the trade-off that 
investors face between bid-ask spreads 
and execution delays:

• Trade immediately: quick execution 
but higher bid-ask spreads

• Wait: smaller bid-ask spreads but 
potential delayed (or missed) 
execution
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Figure 2, Edwards, Harris, and Piwowar (2007)



Calculate Net-Returns by Explicitly Accounting for Trading Delays
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• Buy (b) at the ask price, sell (s) at the bid price only if the “TRACE” actual transaction 
volume larger than the target trading volume

• Otherwise, wait (earn/pay risk-free rates) till the trading opportunity arrives

Wait to buy

Wait to sell



Bid-Ask Spreads vs Delay Costs: Both as a Function of Trade Size
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Optimal 
trade size 
~2m



Main Empirical Findings
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• Even the latest machine-learning-based learning strategies 
earn zero or negative bond CAPM alphas after transaction 
costs

• Based on 200 bond and equity-based characteristics
• The best trade size that maximizes the net CAPM  alpha is 

between 2 and 10 million per trade
• Significant CAPM alphas before transaction costs, but 

insignificant after transaction costs
• Half of the cost is due to delays

• Bond Mutual Fund Performance
• Only 8.5% of all corporate bond mutual funds (42 funds) 

generate significant after-cost alphas
• Investors are better off by simply holding a corporate bond 

ETF that tracks the market



Overview
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• Very clear message – using a simple way to answer an 
important question

• Comprehensive - already 100+ pages

• My comments:
1. Potential bias
2. Delay costs vs bid-ask spreads
3. Optimal trade size



Comments #1
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• It is difficult to estimate the “true” transaction costs because 
bond trades are infrequent, large, and often pre-negotiated
by dealers and investors

• Existing methods (effective bid-ask spreads, regression based, 
round-trip estimation, etc.) are based on the actual realized 
“transactions” -- often delivers a downward cost function of 
trade size

• Retailed investors receive less favorable prices from dealers
• However, bond trading costs couldn’t decrease 

monotonically in trade size (which implies infinite capacity)
• The fundamental reason is that we don’t observe the intended 

trades that did not go through



Comments #1
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• This is also related to the 
debate whether corporate 
bond market liquidity has 
improved/worsened post 
financial crisis

• Commonly used liquidity 
measures suggest high 
liquidity in the corporate 
bond market

• Traders feel differently in reality 
• Trade size
• Turnover 
• Agency vs principal trades

• Why?
• Dealer inventory capacity
• More difficult to hedge 

single-name positions
• Change in ownership



Comments #1
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• This paper, based on observed transactions, still reflects an 
equilibrium outcome

• Liquidity supply
• Liquidity demand

• The observed transactions reflects the trading cost of the trading 
needs of existing traders

• Is the estimation biased?
• “Current” institutional investors do not need to trade as often 

(large) as the ML algorithm/bond strategy 
-- downward bias on capacity

• Investor composition is changing
• Growth of corporate bond funds (smart beta, etc)
• New liquidity suppliers (asset management firms)



Comments #2
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Estimated
Total Costs

Estimated Residuals



Comments #2
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• Alternative method: Ivashchenko and Kosowski (2024) estimate transaction costs based 
on market microstructure invariance (MMI) method proposed by Kyle and Obizhaeva
(2016)

• Link trading size, costs, and risk together  -- address trading capacity through model 
calibration



Comments #2
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• Net alphas of ML strategies are around 30~40 bps in terms 
of magnitudes



Comments #2
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• What is the right benchmark of trading costs?



Comments #2
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• Half bid-ask spreads and half delay costs
• By simply using a fixed 35 bps (higher than KPP 19 bps ), ML 

strategies likely couldn’t deliver positive net alphas at optimal 
volume, even worse at the typical $100K size



Comments #3
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• The implied best trading size is 2-10 million, much higher than the typical 
institutional trading size (around 100K)

• Why?
• “Existing” institutional traders do not trade like factor traders/ML algorithms?
• Split trades into small ones?

• Validate the method using insurance company/mutual funds actual trading sizes
• Compare with their actual expense ratios



Comments #3
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• If we allow ML algorithm to choose trade size dynamically:
• Different trade size for different bonds based on their 

historical transactions
• Different trade size under different market conditions

• If we allow ML algorithms to partially fill an order when the 
trading signal is strong enough

• Can ML algorithms deliver significant net alphas?



Conclusion

• Very interesting and promising
• A simple method to estimate trading costs in the 

corporate bond market
• I really enjoyed reading the paper
• Good luck!
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